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INDIVIDUAL APPLICATION FOR REGISTRATION AS A 
BC TIMBER SALES ENTERPRISE

TO: The Timber Sales Manager of the ___________________________________  BC Timber Sales
Business Area.

I, (print the full name of the applicant) ____________________________________________________

of (print the full address of the applicant) __________________________________________________

whose telephone number is _____________________________________________________________

whose driver’s licence number is ________________________________________________________

whose birth date is ___________________________________________________________________

do hereby apply for registration as a BC Timber Sales Enterprise in Category #1 for the two year period

commencing the __________ day of ________________ (month), 20 _____.

To the Applicant:

A. In this application:
(a) “shareholder” means a shareholder of a corporation who, directly or indirectly, beneficially owns

more than 10% of the issued and outstanding voting shares of the corporation.
(b) “timber processing facility” means a facility that processes:

(i) timber or wood residue or both,
(ii) products produced from timber or wood residue or both, or,
(iii) products under both paragraphs i) and ii).

(c) “arm’s length” means arm’s length as defined in the Income Tax Act( Canada).

B. (1) Where each of the following questions requires a yes or no answer, please answer the
question by placing a check � mark in the appropriate box.

(2) Where a question requires the applicant to provide written information and there is
insufficient space provided below, please provide that information on an additional page and
attach it to this application.

YES NO

1. Are you in bankruptcy?

2. Are you at least 19 years old?
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YES NO

3. Are you already registered as a BC Timber Sales Enterprise under the BC Timber
Sales Regulation for a period for which this application is being made?

4. Are you a shareholder, as defined in Part A of this application, of a corporation that
is registered as a BC Timber Sales Enterprise under the BC Timber Sales
Regulation for a period for which this application is being made?

5. Are you the holder of a licence or agreement the rights under which are suspended
under Section 76 or 78 of the Forest Act?

6. Do you have at least one-year of experience in logging?

7. If your answer to question 6 is yes, provide the following information:

Name of your employer
or the  person for whom

you did the work

Address and phone number of your
employer or the person for whom

you did the work

Type of logging
work you did

Length of time during
which you were

employed or did the
work

8. Do you own or lease a timber processing facility in British Columbia?

9. If your answer to question 8 is yes, does any other individual or corporation who is
registered as a BC Timber Sales Enterprise for a period for which this application is
being made also own or lease any of the facilities that you own or lease ?

10. If your answer to question 8 is yes, describe each timber processing facility, including its
location, that is NOT also owned or leased by another individual or corporation that is registered
as a BC Timber Sales Enterprise for a period for which this application is being made:

_______________________________________________________________________

11. Is there a fee, stumpage or other sum imposed upon you or another person in your
stead under the Forest Act payable to the government?

12. If your answer to question 11 is yes, have arrangements satisfactory to the Timber
Sales Manager been made for the payment of that sum?

13. If your answer to question 12 is yes, state the name of the Timber Sales Manager:

________________________________________________________________________

14. Are you a shareholder in a BC Timber Sales Enterprise that has been disqualified
under Section 78 of the Forest Act?
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YES NO

15. If your answer to question 14 is yes, state the name and registration number of each of the BC
Timber Sales Enterprises that have been disqualified:

________________________________________________________________________

16. Have you ever been a shareholder in a BC Timber Sales Enterprise that has been
disqualified under Section 78 of the Forest Act?

17. If your answer to question 16 is yes, state the name and registration number of each of the BC
Timber Sales Enterprises that have been disqualified and the date on which you ceased being a
shareholder in each of those BC Timber Sales Enterprises:

________________________________________________________________________

18. Are you an officer or director of a BC Timber Sales Enterprise that has been
disqualified under Section 78 of the Forest Act?

19. If your answer to question 18 is yes, state the name and registration number of each of the BC
Timber Sales Enterprises that have been disqualified:

________________________________________________________________________

20. Have you ever been an officer or director of a BC Timber Sales Enterprise that has
been disqualified under Section 78 of the Forest Act?

21. If your answer to question 20 is yes state the name and registration number of each of the BC
Timber Sales Enterprises to that have been disqualified and the date on which you ceased being
an officer or director of each of those BC Timber Sales Enterprises:

_______________________________________________________________________

22. Are you a person who is not at arm’s length with a BC Timber Sales Enterprise that
has been disqualified under Section 78 of the Forest Act?

23. If your answer to question 22 is yes, state the name and registration number of each of the BC
Timber Sales Enterprises that have been disqualified:

________________________________________________________________________

24. Are you a person who has ever been not at arm’s length with a BC Timber Sales
Enterprise that has been disqualified under Section 78 of the Forest Act?

25. If your answer to question 24 is yes, state the name and registration number of each of the BC
Timber Sales Enterprises that have been disqualified and the date on which you ceased being not
at arm’s length with each of those BC Timber Sales Enterprises:

________________________________________________________________________
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In witness whereof this application is signed in the presence of a Notary Public this ___________ day of

________________, 20 _____, at __________________________________ (place).

)

)

________________________________ ) By ________________________________
(Signature of Notary Public) ) (Signature of applicant)

________________________________ ) ________________________________
(Print Name of Notary Public) ) (Print name of applicant)

________________________________ )
(Address and Phone number of Notary Public) )

==========================================================================
FOR MINISTRY USE ONLY

REGISTRATION FEE: Receipt No. __________ Dated  _______________________ $_________

DATE OF REGISTRATION: _______________ Expiry Date ______________________________

BCTS BUSINESS AREA: Name _______________________________________________________

CLIENT: Name ___________________________________________ No. ___________________
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